
The Latest Firmware Upgrade Information

PXW-FX9 / PXW-FX9K Sony’s full-frame 6K sensor camera

New

Visit our web site for more information

*Scanning area is cropped around 83% of full-frame and 122% larger than 
S35. (diagonal)  ** Limited to 10-bit during 100, 120fps high frame rate shooting.
***This requires additional FX9 firmware upgrade (version and timing TBA).

Download S-Cinetone White Paper

Enhanced shooting capabilities
16-bit RAW Capability
16-bit RAW o�ers a phenomenal increase in post-production creative freedom 
to fully exploit FX9’s exceptional 15+ stops of dynamic range. FX9 supports 
export of 16-bit RAW at either 4K or 2K resolution using the optional XDCA-FX9 
extension unit with a single BNC cable connection to compatible external RAW 
recorders*.
*Compatible recorders to be announced

Full-frame 4K 60p/50p recording with 5K oversampling 
and FHD 180fps shooting 
V2.0 allows for higher frame rates of up to 4K 60p/50p with oversampling for 
beautifully cinematic imagery using the FX9’s huge full-frame sensor in cropped 
5K mode. For stunning quick and slow motion footage, you can select a 
frame-rate from 1fps up to 180fs in FHD. 

Accelerate your workflow with 3D LUT and HLG
User Created 3D LUTs make it easy to customise FX9’s look to your preferences. 
It is possible to import LUTs files from an SD card and store up to 16 files on 
the FX9’s internal memory and switch between them as needed. 
FX9 can record HDR using S-Log3 or Hybrid Log Gamma (HLG).

Improved auto focus
Eye AF
FX9 is the world’s first professional camcorder with Sony’s world-leading eye 
tracking technology*. During an interview or portraiture shoot, you can rely 
upon Eye AF to capture your subject’s most subtle expressions while you 
concentrate on the interview and framing.
*As of Apr 2020 

Focus touch control
Focus Touch Control allows you to precisely set the camera’s specific focus 
area by simply touching the LCD viewfinder. It’s fast and intuitive – ensuring 
your full creative control of FX9’s powerful AF technology.

Quick menu control with touch operation
The FX9’s LCD Viewfinder has a quick access control menu for commonly 
accessed features.  With a single touch, you can press to change key settings 
including:
   - Codec, Imager Scan mode, Picture Size and frequency.
   - Base ISO/Sensitivity
   - Shooting Mode
   - Audio menu
Introduced with V2 firmware, the FX9’s quick access control menu uses a 
similar UI to Sony’s acclaimed VENICE digital cinematography camera.
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  *Available with Ver.2.0 firmware or higher. ** Available with Ver.2.0 firmware or higher. 
 Scanning area is cropped around 83% of full-frame and 122% larger than S35. (diagonal)
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